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	Peacebuilding and Sustainable Human Development: The Pursuit of the Bangsamoro  Right to Self-Determination (The Anthropocene: Politik—Economics—Society—Science), 9783319533865 (331953386X), Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents the protracted right to self-determination conflict between the Philippine state and the Bangsamoro group in Mindanao, Philippines. In the five decades of attempts to achieve peace, a key element is the Bangsamoros’ search for a kind of development that is compatible with their aspirations for freedom and their future. This book presents a study of the Bangsamoro communities and their social constructions of conflict, peace and development. It examines the viability of the sustainable human development framework for application in their challenging realities. The usefulness of the sustainable human development framework lies not only in its use of human development parameters like the Human Development Index. It also provides an approach towards development that synergizes with the sustainable peace framework – an imperative for Mindanao. At the centre of this approach is the Participatory Rural Appraisal and Participatory Learning and Action methodology for eliciting responses, stimulating discussion, documenting verbal and non-verbal ideas and carrying out small-scale projects to demonstrate community participation.

	
		The book concludes with two main points: that (a) both sustainable human development and peacebuilding are mutually reinforcing frameworks aimed at achieving the same human development goals, and (b) the pursuit of the right to self-determination is enhanced, as both frameworks are combined to provide a context for the attainment of peace in Mindanao.  
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Core JavaServer Faces (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	JavaServer Faces (JSF) is the standard Java EE technology for building web user interfaces. It provides a powerful framework for developing server-side applications, allowing you to cleanly separate visual presentation and application logic. JSF 2.0 is a major upgrade, which not only adds many useful features but also...


		

Professional Android Open Accessory Programming with Arduino (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2013

	Learn how to control your home or car from your Android smartphone - air conditioning, lights, entertainment systems, and more!


	Android Open Accessory is a new, simple, and secure protocol for connecting any microcontroller-empowered device to an Android smartphone or tablet. This Wrox guide shows Android programmers how to...


		

The iPhone Book: Covers iPhone 4S, iPhone 4, and iPhone 3GS (5th Edition)Peachpit Press, 2012

	If you’re looking for a book that focuses on just the most important, most useful, and most fun stuff about your iPhone 4S, iPhone 4, or iPhone 3GS–you’ve found it.There are basically two types of iPhone books out there: (1) The “tell-me-all-about-it” kind, which includes in-depth discussions on...





	

Advanced Database Systems (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 1997

	The database field has experienced a rapid and incessant growth since the development of relational databases. The progress in database systems and applications has produced a diverse landscape of specialized technology areas that have often become the exclusive domain of research specialists. Examples include active databases, temporal...


		

Clinical Malignant HematologyMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The only comprehensive guide to the clinical management of hematologic and lymphatic cancers


	4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!

	"This will be an ideal and a must-have book for anyone involved in the daily care of patients with hematologic malignancies. It would be particularly useful for physicians-in-training...


		

Hardcoregaming101.net Presents: The Guide to Classic Graphic AdventuresCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	In 1984, Roberta Williams of Sierra On-Line designed King's Quest, the world's first graphic adventure. A huge step beyond the text-oriented games that preceded it, the genre took the world by storm, and proved immensely popular with computers over the next decade. A combination of storytelling and puzzle solving, they provided the...
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